DOMESTIC VIOL Disturbance - Verbal only
Mar 08, 2019-Friday at 09:57 19-03-08-000630
Address : 73 E WALKER ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of a verbal disturbance. Officers contacted 59 y/o Orland resident Susan Passero who reported a disturbance with 47 y/o Orland resident Angie Wilkins. Passero reported Wilkins was harassing her over $20 and wanted her to leave her alone. Officers contacted Wilkins and provided her with information regarding the civil process and asked her to leave Passero alone.

PEACE DIST the Peace-Loud/Unreasonable Noise
Mar 08, 2019-Friday at 16:32 19-03-08-000631
Address : 113 GUILFORD CIR, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of loud music. Officers contacted 44 y/o Orland resident Glenn Wright who had already turned the music off. Wright was advised of the complaint and agreed to keep the music down.

DOMESTIC VIOL Spousal Abuse-(Hands,Fist,Feet)Simple
Mar 08, 2019-Friday at 18:01 19-03-08-000632 190158
Address : 4490 CO RD HH, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of a verbal disturbance. Officers contacted 34 y/o Jessica Mickelson and 43 y/o Jason Hughes of Orland. After an on-scene investigation, Mickelson was arrested for felony domestic violence.

DOMESTIC VIOL Disturbance - Verbal only
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 04:38 19-03-09-000633
Address : DATE ST, ORLAND, 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of a verbal disturbance. Officers contacted the RP who said he and his brother were arguing. The RP requested a courtesy ride to mental health. OPD provided a ride to GMC.

VANDALISM Tamper or Break Vehicle Parts
Mar 08, 2019-Friday at 15:13 19-03-09-000634
Address : 1052 SOUTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : The Orland Inn manager reported a 2nd hand report of a woman sitting in a Hyundai Elantra and a man, just smashed out the car window. Officers arrived and contacted Sacramento resident Judy Floyd, 58, who said Bill Crossley, 51, had punched out her car window while trying to argue with her. Crossley had left the area prior to arrival, Floyd declined to pursue a criminal complaint. Officers assisted Floyd get a AAA tow to transport her vehicles to Sacramento.

OTHER INCIDENT Misc. Report
Mar 08, 2019-Friday at 16:49 19-03-09-000635
Address : 1226 EAST ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : The apartment manager at 1226 East St called regarding a vehicle in the parking lot that did not belong there. OPD verified the 2006 Honda Accord was not reported stolen and provided the manager with contact information for the local tow companies if he wished to remove it from the private property parking lot.

THEFT Purse Snatching
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 11:42 19-03-09-000636 190159
Address : 1026 SOUTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : Marie Emanuel, 61, reported someone stole her wallet from the checkout counter at Grocery Outlet. A report was taken.
PUBLIC NUISANCE Trespassing-Interfering W/Business Etc.  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 12:54  19-03-09-000637

Address : 902 NEWVILLE RD, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : AM/PM management reported a transient refusing to leave the property after told to leave. Officers contacted Caleb Tatum, 24, behind the business. Tatum cleaned up his mess, was given a trespass admonishment and left the property.

OTHER INCIDENT Suspicious Circumstances  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 13:49  19-03-09-000638

Address : 423 5TH STREET, ORLAND, 95963
Summary : Roberto Gomez, 26, requested officers regarding his sister Lisette Gomez, 25, threatening him with a knife at their apartment. Officers contacted Roberto outside the apartment however he left for work before providing details about what happened. No further action was taken due to an uncooperative victim.

OTHER INCIDENT Lost Property  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 12:38  19-03-09-000640

Address : WALKER ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of a lost bicycle. Officers contacted 22 y/o Orland resident Albert Lehr who report his bicycle lost or stolen. Officers canvassed the area and later located the bicycle. It was determined the bicycle was lost and it was returned to Lehr.

OTHER INCIDENT Welfare Check  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 15:24  19-03-09-000641

Address : SHASTA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a request for a welfare check. Enloe ER reported a patient left with an IV in his arm. Officers checked the residence but were unable to locate the patient. No further action was taken by OPD.

CVC MOVING VIOL Basic Speed Law  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 17:30  19-03-09-000642

Address : SIXTH STREET, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD made an enforcement stop on a 2015 Chevy Cruze on Sixth St at Date St. 35-y/o Corning resident Octaviano Martinez, was cited and released for speed.

OTHER INCIDENT Civil Harassment  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 17:48  19-03-09-000643

Address : 817 FOURTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD was dispatched to contact Katina Vandoren of Tehama, CA regarding harassment. Officers were unable to contact Vandoren or leave a message.

PC/MISC Criminal Threats  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 17:56  19-03-09-000644

Address : 506 SIXTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : OPD responded to a report of possible threats. Officers contacted 20 y/o Pedro Cuin of Orland. Cuin stated 34 y/o Raul Perez followed him to the gas station. Officers spoke with Perez, however Perez advised he was only pumping gas and coincidently Cuin was also there.

OTHER INCIDENT Found Property / Non-Criminal  
Mar 09, 2019-Saturday at 19:45  19-03-09-000645

Address : 1052 SOUTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Summary : Officers responded to a report of found property. Orland Inn employee reported a female left her wallet in the lobby. After an on-scene investigation the wallet was found to belong to 19 y/o Veronica Cuin. Officers collected the wallet to return it to Cuin.
OTHER INCIDENT Suspicious Circumstances  
**Address:** E SHASTA ST, ORLAND, 95963  
**Summary:** OPD responded to a report of a possible burglary. Reporting party advised his cousin was out of town and believed the dog that was previously inside the residence was outside the residence. Officers conducted a check of the property but found the residence to be secure and the dog still inside.

DOMESTIC VIOL Disturbance - Verbal only  
**Address:** 817 NEWPORT AVE, ORLAND, 95963  
**Summary:** OPD responded to an anonymous report of a disturbance. OPD contacted 40 y/o Chris Hobbs and 23 y/o Angelica Madrid who advised there was no problems and they didn’t require any assistance from OPD.

OTHER INCIDENT Welfare Check  
**Address:** MONTEREY ST, ORLAND, CA 95963  
**Summary:** OPD responded to a request for a welfare check. Officers attempted contact at the residence but there was no answer.

OTHER INCIDENT 911 Call  
**Address:** 745 PAIGEWOOD DR, ORLAND, CA 95963  
**Summary:** OPD was dispatched to try and locate a 3 y/o who called 911 saying she was alone and hungry. Using GPS coordinates from the cellular 911 call, dispatch narrowed her location to Paigewood Village. While going door to door, officers contacted the tenant and after checking her cell phone she realized her daughter got ahold of it and called 911 while she was cleaning the bathroom. The tenant apologized and got her daughter a snack.

DOMESTIC VIOL Battery on noncohab/former sp/etc/no inj  
**Address:** 1034 MARIN ST, ORLAND, 95963  
**Summary:** OPD responded to a report of a domestic disturbance. Officers contacted 38 y/o Joseph Simonetti of Orland and 32 y/o Valerie Sykes of Orland. After an on-scene investigation Simonetti was arrested for misdemeanor domestic violence.

ALARM Burglary Alarm_False Alarm  
**Address:** NEWVILLE RD, ORLAND, CA 95963  
**Summary:** OPD responded to a hold-up alarm. Officers arrived and determined the alarm was set off in error by an employee. No further action was taken by OPD.

PARKING Expired Registration  
**Address:** 500 BLOCK SHASTA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963  
**Summary:** OPD issued a parking citation to a silver, 2000 BMW for expired registration.